
DIrty Secrets - Edinburgh

Tax havens do not exist by accident

They were created by design

The design always had a fiduciary purpose - to 
assist three things

The non-payment of tax

The avoidance of regulation

The preservation of wealth

But then it became a commercial product

Secrecy became of value in itself

Denying data to competitors

Supporting monopoly practices

Hiding information from those with a right to 
know

Business partners

Creditors

Spouses

Regulators E.g. On competition but also other issues

Tax authorities

After which tax havens assumed a major 
political role

Now the focus for far right political proponents 
of neoliberalism 

They see tax havens as the aircraft carriers for 
the defence of the privileges of wealth 

The right not to be taxed

The right to be unaccountable

The right to be beyond regulation

The right to ignore the democratic will of the 
people of the countries where money can be 

made 

The right to exploit

The right to oppress competitors

It's expressed in a number of ways

Free movement of capital

Tax neutral environments

Business friendly policies

Protection of privacy

They all mean the same thing

Rejection of the regulation that makes markets 
work in the interests of all and its replacement 

with a winner takes all philosophy

Which happens to be a philosophy that's also 
associated with the suppression of all forms of 

equality, concern for the environment, 
employee protection and progressive taxation 

There were people deliberately involved in tax 
haven creation 

The British government Keen to get territories off their hands without 
apparent consideration of the consequences 

Local nationalists

Desperate to find any source of revenue

But as importantly willing to be flattered by 
those wanting to buy their capacity to legislate 

- and so their claim to statehood 

Neoliberal political foundations

Cato

Center for Freedom and Prosperity

Heritage Foundation

Institute for Economic Affairs

Adam Smith Institute

Their aim to undermine democratic process For the reasons noted above

Bankers, lawyers and accountants

Banks

If you bank with them they're probably also 
offshore 

Most of the banks you'll find in tax havens are 
ones you'll be very familiar with 

Lawyers The offshore magic circle

Maple & Calder

Appleby

Mossack Fonseca

Mourant Ozanne

Etc

Firms who specialise is creating the structures 
that provide the secrecy in the offshore world

Accountants

But especially the Big 4

See the work Saila Stausholm and I have done 
on their role 

These firms, above all others, are the backbone 
of the offshore world: the ever present 

backbone that lets multinational companies and 
wealthy individuals use these places as secrecy 

jurisdictions 

Consequences

Tax revenues undermined

Democracy challenged

The rule of law threatened

Unfair competition

Large companies have advantage over small

Multinational over national

Old over new

Inequality increased

Wealth preservation has become the dominant 
theme of funds entrusted to professional 

trustees 

Investment risk has ended

Rentier activity now the norm

The collapse of capitalism as we have known it

The creation of a new neo-feudal elite funded 
by offshore trust funds ring-fenced from 

scrutiny

Loss of GDP

A threat to the future of markets within the 
mixed economy as we know it

The solutions

There are many

Regulate the banks, lawyers and especially the 
accountants from where there head offices are 
- all in the EU in the case of the accountants

But the suppliers in the limelight

Require tax withholding at source on the 
payment of all interest, dividends, rents, 

royalties, premiums and fees to tax havens
These places then cease to be tax havens

Require country-buy-country reporting by 
multinational companies Embarrass big business into compliance

Require all companies and trusts to have 
ownership (or beneficiary status) and accounts 

on public record 
Expose the users to scrutiny

Refuse to recognise offshore trust (which are 
almost invariably shams in UK law) in UK courts

Tax the settlor or beneficiaries as the owners

Refusing to uphold their legal claims destroys 
offshore credibility, much of which is based ion 

backing from the Privy Council, almost 
overnight

Do not uphold claims by tax haven companies 
in UK courts

Destroys the commercial credibility of these 
entities 

Offer funds to tax havens that give up the 
status - which would be vastly cheaper than 

leaving them in business

And on, and on, and on......

This is a problem that can be solved if the will 
exists to do so 


